How to Conduct the

Lucira Check It
COVID-19 Test
STEP 1. Obtain the test from the testing site.
STEP 2. Review all instructions associated with the test.
STEP 3. Conduct the test off-site and wait 30 minutes
for your results.

STEP 4. Report results at healthvermont.gov/reportresults
and complete the short form.
It’s important to report your test results.
Your response is confidential.

STEP 5. If proof of your test results is required, text
the word ‘LUCI’ to 44544 and follow further instructions.
The Lucira Check It COVID-19 Test comes with 2 AA
batteries. Please consider repurposing or recycling these
batteries in accordance with local solid waste authority
guidelines after use.

For translated testing instructions
and instructional videos, please visit
healthvermont.gov/covid-19/testing

FAQs
What type of test is Lucira Check It COVID-19 Test?
LAMP is a type of molecular amplification that is used in the
Lucira test. Just like PCR lab tests, the Lucira test amplifies
the SARS-CoV-2 virus’s genetic material while the test is
running. The amplification that occurs in PCR and the Lucira
test allows molecular tests to detect positive samples. As a
result, Lucira’s accuracy is comparable to one of the highest
sensitivity lab PCR tests.
How does Lucira Check It COVID-19 Test compare
to the PCR Test?
Molecular tests, such as PCR and Lucira’s test, copy the
virus’s genetic material over and over while the test is running
in a process called amplification. This allows molecular tests
to detect whether someone is positive for the SARS-CoV-2
virus when only a small amount of virus is present.
What is LUCI Pass?
LUCI Pass is a Lucira product to make it easy for you to
receive a free, digitally verified, Lucira test result on your
smartphone. After taking our test, you simply text “LUCI” to
44544 or go to luci.lucirahealth.com from your phone to
access our secure LUCI portal, and then you follow a few
steps to submit your result.
What if my test results are positive?
If you test positive, be sure to report your results via the link
on the other side of this card. For additional guidance, please
visit healthvermont.gov/covid19positive
To learn more about Lucira COVID-19 Test, go to
checkit.lucirahealth.com
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